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HIF NEWSLETTER
THE LATEST NEWS & UPDATES FROM THE HUNGARY INITIATIVES FOUNDATION

SPRING BRINGS
NEW PARTNERSHIPS,
NEW GROWTH
IN

THIS

ISSUE

Spring always brings new beginnings and it wasn't any
different for us this year: we kicked off brand new
cooperations with CEPA and Meridian International Center,

ANDRÁSSY FELLOWSHIP
LAUNCHES AT CEPA

two established institutions on the Washington policymaking scene, to nurture the next generation of
transatlantic leaders.

New York's hip new arts epicenter, the Museum of Arts and
Design opened a highly popular exhibit on Hungarian-born
designer, Judith Leiber showcasing the unique immigrant
experience of a woman entrepreneur in the fashion world.

We also supported three major Hungarian American
organizations for a series of highly inspiring conferences
bringing together diaspora leaders, Hungarian educators
and teachers from across the United States who are

INAUGURAL YOUNG
HUNGARIAN LEADERS
PROGRAM KICK-OFF
JUDITH LEIBER EXHIBIT
IN MANHATTAN'S
FASHION SPOTLIGHT
HUNGARIAN AMERICAN
LEADERS, EDUCATORS
CONVENE

passionate about Hungarian heritage and the best that we
Hungarians have to offer the world.

RENEWING
SUPPORT FOR QUINNIPIAC'S
BUSINESS LEADERS
PROGRAM
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Spirit of Hungary Tour by the Numbers:

35 performers and staff
10 performances

Judith Leiber's bags have been flaunted
4, 200 viewers

by celebrities
and
many First Ladies
4,500
miles
days
since Mamie 13
Eisenhower.
But there's

way more to Leiber's story — and to her
elegant handbags — than meets the
eye.
- US News and World Report

This is a business built up by an
immigrant woman with the
determination to succeed, an
inspiration for all who visit.
- Observer

JUDITH LEIBER EXHIBIT
DRAWS PRAISE IN
NEW YORK'S
FASHION SCENE
One of Manhattan's hippest art centers, the

Leiber’s correspondence with notables
from the political, social and
entertainment spheres celebrate and
testify to her endurance.
- Forward Magazine

Museum of Art and Design

near Central Park, kicked-off a three-month-long exhibit celebrating the
most famous contemporary Hungarian-American fashion designer's work
and legacy this April.

The exhibit is on view through
August 6, 2017 at

Judith Leiber: Crafting a New York Story features the life and
craftsmanship of America’s most enduring and iconic handbag designer,
tracking her rise from pattern-maker and Holocaust survivor to venerated

2 Columbus Cir, New York City
More information at:
MADmuseum.org

female entrepreneur.
"Judith Leiber has a truly American
Including nearly one hundred handbags as well as wax models, letters,

story. A story of defying the odds,

photographs, and other ephemera, the exhibition encompasses the

emerging by hard work and creativity,

history of Leiber’s eponymous company, which she founded in 1963 at the

excelling as a Hungarian

age of forty-two, through 2004, when she designed her last handbag.

immigrant and above all, of creating
beauty. First Ladies from Mamie

The exhibit opening attracted a who's who of the New York arts and

Eisenhower to Hillary Clinton

design scene and received raving reviews in a dozen papers and

recognized her extraordinary

magazines.

craftsmanship - what she created was
the definition of elegance."
- HIF Executive Director Anna Smith
Lacey at the exhibit opening
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INAUGURAL YOUNG
HUNGARIAN LEADERS
PROGRAM CONCLUDES
Young Hungarian Leaders Program
(YHLP) co-organized with the Meridian International Center, a
HIF’s new flagship initiative, the

premier global leadership development organization concluded this
April with 19 young participants bringing back a renewed energy and
deeper understanding of America’s founding principles to their native

The most important thing I learned during the
entire program is that democracy can be
real. – Adorján

Hungary.
I learned the power of taking initiative. This is
The Program offered young Hungarian leaders (graduate students and
young professionals) a 5 day intense program in Washington DC. The
program focused on a better understanding of the

American

Founder’s idea of the role of government in American society, the
first principles guiding America’s U.S. federal system of government and
the various elements impacting

Through a

US public policy today.

mixture of briefings, readings, study sessions, workshops,

and meetings with think-tanks, U.S. government representatives, as well

from the example of many speakers,
participants, or persons discussed such as
George Washington. – Máté

I was so impressed with the American system
and leadership. I learned the essential lesson
that being proud and building a nation up
from the life of a nation’s heroes is really

Milestones
important. – Csenge in New York

as site visits, participants deepened their knowledge of the history and
evolution of the American constitutional order, and a representative
government necessary for a

free and prosperous society.

The Hungarian House of New York presented an
I acquired
the
"can do –
spirit”
of Americans.
exhibit
titled
“Milestones
American-Hungarian
The entire week
was full ofof
inspiration,
one
Immigrants
in the aftermath
1956: Portraits
and
Life
Stories”
depicting
the stories
of the
freedom
could
hardly
wait to step
in action
and
do
fighters
andhim/herself.
immigrants, displaying
something
– Györgyitheir personal
artifacts and portraits from 1956.
I know way more about American Democracy
The interviews and portraits for the exhibition were
than I did before this program, which makes
recorded and produced by sociologist Ildikó Nagy,
me even more confident that there plenty of
manager of the Hungarian House; Norbert
aspects to be implemented in the Hungarian
Bánhalmi, photographer; and Gergely Szilvay
minds and
hearts.
– László
journalist,
the
participant
of the Körösi Csoma
Sándor Scholarship Program.
They
conducted
17 biographical
interviews andof
15
The program
built
up a new understanding
photographic
portraits
of Hungarian
1956 I was
America in my
mind from
step to step.
immigrants and freedom fighters. The portraits
very pleased to receive different perspectives
were shot at each participant’s home, and
from the speakers. It opened my eyes on
included one important item that is meaningful for
many subjects. – Eszter
each participant and usually was taken from
Hungary during immigration.
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NEW WASHINGTONBASED FELLOWSHIP
LAUNCHES
AT CEPA
Center for European Policy Analysis
(CEPA), launched the Andrássy National Security Fellowship
Together with the

in Washington, DC with the arrival of the first Hungarian
research scholar in the program,

Dr. Zoltán Turai from

Budapest.

My highest professional aspiration is to become a senior
leader in the Hungarian foreign and security policy community
and advise Hungarian political leaders on strategically
important issues. I’d like to help Hungary to build robust
national defense capabilities, commit to the idea of a strong
Europe and be an important actor in strengthening the

Andrássy National Security Fellowship is a fully-funded
six-month program aimed at developing Hungarian expertise
The

on the United States and building long-term ties with the U.S.
policy community through hands-on experience and analytical
training in

transatlantic policy issues.

Each Fellow works with

a designated CEPA scholar, conducts independent research,

transatlantic bond which must be ready and able to respond

participates in outreach to the U.S. policy community and

to the security challenges of the 21st century. - Zoltán Turai

produces high-quality policy analysis.

The fellowship will

feature an expert roundtable event hosted

by CEPA and the publication of an analytical paper showcasing
the Fellows’ work.

The Fellowship was conceived in the spirit and legacy of

Hungarian statesman Gyula Andrássy, who served as Prime
Minister of Hungary (1867–1871) and Foreign Minister of AustriaHungary. Alongside Otto von Bismarck, he was an architect of
European order.

2017 HAC INTERNSHIP PROGRAM KICKS OFF
Luca Mórocz from Budapest, Hungary arrived to Washington this spring and
will spend 4 months at the Global Entrepreneurship Network (GEN).
Hungarian American Coalition’s Internship Program
will be hosting seven interns in 2017 to provide first-hand experience at
With HIF’s support, the

various Washington-based institutions. Internship participants are also
expected to complete a Coalition research project that enables them to
become familiar with the Hungarian-American community.

Apart from her internship at GEN, Luca is working on a research project
focusing on President Trump’s economic and trade policy and its possible
outcomes, especially its impact on the EU and Hungary.
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At HATOG X, we focused on youth

RECAP OF 2017
HUNGARIAN AMERICAN
EDUCATORS'
CONFERENCE

outreach, which was extremely
beneficial in terms of bridging the
generations and working together to
understand each other’s challenges.
I fully expect this approach to become
part of all future HATOGs.
- Andrea Lauer Rice

This spring, HIF supported the participation of four
presenters from Hungary at the annual

American

Hungarian Educators Conference which this year
focused on “Sovereignty, Compromise, and the
Making of Modern Hungary: 1867 and Beyond”.
American
Hungarian Educators Association (AHEA) and the
Hungarian Studies Association of Canada is the
The conference co-organized by the

largest of its kind bringing together academics,
independent scholars, other educators, and graduate
students who are devoted to the teaching, research, and
dissemination of Hungarian culture, history, folklore,
literature, language, fine arts, and music.

HIF’s scholarships supported the participation of

Judit

Gabos of Eszterházy Károly University, Eger (Hungary)

10TH HATOG BRINGS
TOGETHER HUNGARIAN
AMERICAN LEADERS IN
WASHINGTON

who presented on Kodály and Bartók’s Transylvania, as
reflected in their piano works,

Árpád Hornyák of the

University of Pécs who discussed National self-defence
and imperialism: The Balkan policy of István Tisza’s
Hungary during World War I.

Tamás Kovács of the National Archives of Hungary who

On May 19-21, 2017

over 60 representatives from 16 U.S.

states attended the tenth Hungarian Americans Together
(HATOG X) conference, organized by the American
Hungarian Heritage House (AHHH) and the Hungarian
American Coalition (HAC), with the support of the Hungary
Initiatives Foundation (HIF).

presented a paper on Who Was Hungarian or a Hungarian
Citizen Before 1948, and

Éva Petrás Mártonffyné from

the Historical Archives of the Hungarian State Security
who discussed the Romantic Elements of Hungarian

HATOG is held in a different U.S. city every year to provide a
forum for Hungarian organizations that work to maintain
Hungarian heritage and culture in their communities.

Nationalism and Their Transformation in the Compromise
Era.

With a real focus on attracting young up-and-coming leaders,
two-thirds of the participants were attending their first HATOG
conference.

This year’s conference was complemented by professional
development sessions on Strategic Planning, and “youth
leader” break out groups discussing the following issues:
“Where do you see the community in 20 years?; Out-of-thebox Ideas on Sharing Heritage”
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HIF SUPPORTS LARGESTEVER GATHERING OF
HUNGARIAN AMERICAN
SCHOOL TEACHERS

The 5th annual AMIT ( Amerikai Magyar Iskolak Találkozója) took place in New York this June. This year’s theme was cultivating the

relationship between school and home,

explored the role as a parent in the language and cultural development of heritage

learners.

Among the

71 participants 15 different schools were represented from 8 states, including Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota,

New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, and Ohio.

Participants had the opportunity to learn about the

BOOKR Kids, an award-winning Hungarian innovation, which allows easy access to

children's tales in an interactive e-book format and educational games in Hungarian Language. Teachers also learned how to tap
into the wonder of Hungarian folk dance and Games with Kata Balatoni. AMIT participants teach over 1,000 students in the United
States, guiding children to embrace their Hungarian heritage .

BRAIN BAR BUDAPEST
BRINGS AMERICA'S BEST
MINDS TO HUNGARY
100 speakers and performers and 7,000
attendees from over 30 countries met this June at Brain Bar
Nearly

Budapest, the Festival of the Future.

Lively, ambitious and unique, Brain Bar Budapest creates the

top trendsetters, decision-makers and
challengers to exchange ideas in unusual and unrestrained
stage for

conversation.

As a

strategic partner of Brain Bar Budapest, HIF has

helped bring outstanding American speakers like legend of

Kevin Kelly, guru of game theory Kevin Zollman,
Robert D. Kaplan, senior fellow at the Center for a New
American Century, George Friedman, founder of
Geopolitical Futures, Patrick Vlaskovits, founder of
futurism

Superpowered, Inc. to the festival. HIF Board member

János Csák also presented at the event.

HIF RENEWS SUPPORT FOR QUINNIPIAC’S
HUNGARIAN AMERICAN BUSINESS LEADERS
PROGRAM
Quinnipiac University’s Central
European Institute (CEI) hosted its Annual Executive
Retreat and Alumni Gathering in Zebegény at the
private home of Christian Sauska.
On June 1, 2017

This year, the event celebrated the Hungarian American

program’s 10th anniversary and
boasted an audience of 250 leaders from domestic
Business Leaders

and multinational companies, academia, politics, and
culture.

HIF renewed its sponsorship of the Program with a
$40,000 contribution which helps support young

MBA at Quinnipiac
gain substantive US work experience

Hungarian leaders in attaining an
University and

prior to their return to Hungary.

I am always deeply impressed at the
knowledge and maturity of the Hungarian
participants in this program. HIF’s support
continues to be a wise and worthwhile
investment!

- HIF Board Member Edith Lauer

OUTSTANDING HUNGARIANS AT YALE, FAMILY STYLE
Dr. Bernát Török has been a visiting researcher at Yale Law School. He is
a recipient of HIF’s Graduate Scholarship, which allowed him to extend
his research period, deepen relationships with the American legal scholar
community and expand areas of future cooperation between the
Hungarian American legal expert community.

In addition to his work as a senior advisor at the Constitutional Court of
Hungary, Dr. Török has been pursuing PhD studies with a research focus on
freedom of speech and media freedom. Completing the

Visiting

Researcher program at Yale Law School with HIF’s support has been a
The American jurisdiction has a unique and
significant tradition on free speech that I find

special opportunity for Dr. Török providing inspiration and insights to
complete the research of his PhD dissertation.

profoundly inspiring. Although we do not share
the same doctrine regarding this freedom,
I strongly believe that European scholars can
benefit a lot from understanding the American

Dr. Török’s decision to come to Yale University has been a

family project

from the very beginning. While he has been at the Law School, his wife – a

jurisprudence.

medical doctor and a PhD student at Semmelweis University, Budapest –

- Dr. Bernát Török

has worked as a visiting scholar at

Yale Cancer Center.
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2017 SPRING GRANT CYCLE
by the numbers
49 small grant applications
9 projects supported
76 conference support applications
16 researchers supported
33 graduate scholarship applications
4 students supported

Ethnic Dance Theater's Land of Legends performance in Minnesota

TOTAL GIVING SO FAR THIS YEAR:
$489,000

SAVE THE DATE: UPCOMING EVENTS WE SUPPORT
JULY 30 - AUGUST 6, 2017
TI TI TÁBOR FOLK CAMP (GIG HARBOR, WA)

SEPTEMBER 2, 2017
FESTIVAL OF FOLK ARTS AND HUNGARICUMS (NEW YORK CITY, NY)

SEPTEMBER 22-24, 2017
NORTH AMERICAN FOLK DANCE GATHERING (NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ)

NOVEMBER 24-25, 2017
HUNGARIAN CONGRESS (CLEVELAND, OH)

2017 FALL GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS
HIF is now accepting applications in three categories:

Arts and Culture Small Grants ($5,000)
Educational Scholarships for Graduate Students ($10,000)
Conference Support Scholarships for Young Professionals ($2,000)

The Hungary Initiatives Foundation
All Rights Reserved.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JULY 2017
For more information please visit our website.

1001 G Street, NW #800 | 20001 | Washington, DC

www.hungaryfoundation.org

